



















	Question 1 - Blue: You can create your Europass CV in how many different languages?
	Answer 14 - Blue: Eures
	Answer 1 - Blue: 29
	Question 2 - Blue: The Europass CV can be used to apply for a job, training & volutary work. T/F
	Answer 2 - Blue: True
	Question 3 - Blue: How long does the average recruiter take to take a look at your CV? 6s /2m /30s
	Answer 3 - Blue: 6 seconds
	Question 4 - Blue: When submitting a CV, one needs to also include a ____________ letter
	Answer 4 - Blue: Motivation / Cover letter
	Question 5 - Blue: Europass helps you also write your cover/motivation letter. True or False
	Answer 5 - Blue: True
	Question 6 - Blue: Problem solving, creativity, communication are examples of soft or hard skills?
	Answer 6 - Blue: Soft skills
	Question 7 - Blue: You should be about 30 minutes, 1 hour or 10 minutes early for an interview?
	Answer 7 - Blue: 10 minutes
	Question 8 - Blue: It's ok to lie about a skill in your CV. Your employer will never know. True / False
	Answer 8 - Blue: False
	Question 9 - Blue: 21st Century skills aren't needed if you have excellentcertifications such as PhD. 
	Answer 9 - Blue: False
	Question 10 - Blue: A set of moral principles a person uses in their job is called: 
	Answer 10 - Blue: Work Ethics
	Question 11 - Blue: Educating yourself and learning new skills over time is called: 
	Answer 11 - Blue: Lifelong learning
	Question 12 - Blue: Good looks/ good attitude/intelligence is mostly important in a career?
	Answer 12 - Blue: Good Attitude
	Question 13 - Blue: It's important that the career that you choose is in line with your personal values T/F
	Answer 13 - Blue: True
	Question 14 - Blue:  A European cooperation of network services to helps you find a job in the EU
	Question 15 - Blue: A collection of qualifications, skills and experiences is called a: 
	Answer 15 - Blue: Professional portfolio
	Question 1 - Pink: It can happen at first sight
	Answer 1 - Pink: Love
	Question 2 - Pink: When two people start dating, they are in a 
	Answer 2 - Pink: Relationship
	Question 3 - Pink: ___ in love: to start to love someone
	Answer 3 - Pink: Fall in love
	Question 4 - Pink: The symbol of love
	Answer 4 - Pink: heart
	Question 5 - Pink: Stop going out with someone
	Answer 5 - Pink: Break up
	Question 6 - Pink: _____ hearted. When you feel sad, because a relationship ended.
	Answer 6 - Pink: Broken hearted
	Question 7 - Pink: Verbal or non verbal
	Answer 7 - Pink: Communication
	Question 8 - Pink: Break up when you see signs of V_________
	Answer 8 - Pink: violence
	Question 9 - Pink: Flower given on St. Valentine's Day
	Answer 9 - Pink: Rose
	Question 10 - Pink: ___ the knot,  means to get married.
	Answer 10 - Pink: Tie
	Question 11 - Pink: To ask someone to marry you.
	Answer 11 - Pink: Propose
	Question 12 - Pink: Embrace someone.
	Answer 12 - Pink: Hug/hugging
	Question 13 - Pink:  __________is caring
	Answer 13 - Pink: Sharing
	Question 14 - Pink: T___ is important in any relationship
	Answer 14 - Pink: Trust
	Question 15 - Pink: Couples do this when they do not agree. 
	Answer 15 - Pink: Argue/fight
	Question 1 - Yellow: The name of a famous song about Peace by John Lennon
	Answer 1 - Yellow: Imagine
	Question 2 - Yellow: The branch of which tree is a symbol of peace?
	Answer 2 - Yellow: Olive tree
	Question 3 - Yellow: Roman Catholic religious sister and missionary who lived most of her life in India.
	Answer 3 - Yellow: Mother Theresa
	Question 4 - Yellow: The name of a bird that is a symbol of peace
	Answer 4 - Yellow: Dove
	Question 5 - Yellow: When is World Peace Day celebrated?
	Answer 5 - Yellow: 21st September
	Question 6 - Yellow: Fairness and equality are key to peace. True or False
	Answer 6 - Yellow: True
	Question 7 - Yellow: More than 1m, 1b 1.5 billion people live in countries effected by violent conflict?
	Answer 7 - Yellow: 1.5 billion
	Question 8 - Yellow: Which European country  has been the most peaceful country in the world since 2008
	Answer 8 - Yellow: Iceland
	Question 9 - Yellow: The name of the Roman Goddess for peace
	Answer 9 - Yellow: Pax
	Question 10 - Yellow: UN was established after World War II with the aim of preventing future warsT/F
	Answer 10 - Yellow: True
	Question 11 - Yellow: How many countries are part of the United Nations? 202/356/193?
	Answer 11 - Yellow: 193
	Question 12 - Yellow: Up till today, how many World Wars have happened?
	Answer 12 - Yellow: 2
	Question 13 - Yellow: Which organisation promotes: international peace, security, and cooperation?
	Answer 13 - Yellow: United Nations
	Question 14 - Yellow: It is important that our countries work togetheron issues that effect our future T/F?
	Answer 14 - Yellow: True
	Question 15 - Yellow: Mother Theresa once said: Peace begins with a___
	Answer 15 - Yellow: Smile
	Question 1 - Brown: Turkey is responsible for the export of 75% of which nut?
	Answer 1 - Brown: Hazelnut
	Question 2 - Brown: Istanbul spans between 2 continents. Name these continents:
	Answer 2 - Brown: Europe & Asia
	Question 3 - Brown: Which famous games took place in Greece in 776BC
	Answer 3 - Brown: Olympic Games
	Question 4 - Brown: 80% of Greece is made up of: mountains/rivers/beaches?
	Answer 4 - Brown: Mountains
	Question 5 - Brown: Which is Sicily's capital city?
	Answer 5 - Brown: Palermo
	Question 6 - Brown: Name the two active volcanoes in Sicily
	Answer 6 - Brown: Stromboli & Etna
	Question 7 - Brown: Nearly one third of Bulgaria is covered in forests. T/F?
	Answer 7 - Brown: True
	Question 8 - Brown: Bulgaria is the only country in Europe that never changed it's name
	Answer 8 - Brown: True
	Question 9 - Brown: In Slovakia one finds more than 600/6000/60,000 caves?
	Answer 9 - Brown: 6000
	Question 10 - Brown: Slovakia has the highest number of houses /Castles and chateaux, in the world!
	Answer 10 - Brown: Castles & chateaux
	Question 11 - Brown: In Portugal one finds the longest ____ in the world?
	Answer 11 - Brown: Bridge
	Question 12 - Brown: Portugal is one of the oldest nations in Europe. True/False
	Answer 12 - Brown: True
	Question 13 - Brown: The world's oldest restaurant is found in Seville, Spain True/False
	Answer 13 - Brown: False: Madrid
	Question 14 - Brown: How many grapes do Spaniards eat at the strike of Midnight on NYE?
	Answer 14 - Brown: 12 grapes
	Question 15 - Brown: Malta has the oldest free-standing stone structures in the world: True/False
	Answer 15 - Brown: True
	Question 1 - Green: When do we celebrate World Earth Day?
	Answer 1 - Green: 22 April
	Question 2 - Green: A single tree produces enough air to supply in its lifetime for how many people for a year?
	Answer 2 - Green: 4
	Question 3 - Green: The name young Swiss environmentalist
	Answer 3 - Green: Greta Thurnberg
	Question 4 - Green: Foreign plants that take up space meant for native plants are referred to as
	Answer 4 - Green: Invasive Species
	Question 5 - Green: The 3Rs of the Environment are:
	Answer 5 - Green: Reduce, reuse, recycle
	Question 6 - Green: Each year birds travel long distance to get warm, then return when the weather changes is called
	Answer 6 - Green: Migration
	Question 7 - Green: Reycling 1000kgs of paper saves how many trees?
	Answer 7 - Green: 17 trees
	Question 8 - Green: ___ recycled bottles make enough material to stuff a ski jacket.
	Answer 8 - Green: 5 
	Question 9 - Green: Recycling  aluminium can saves enough energy to run a television or computer for three hours.
	Answer 9 - Green: ONE
	Question 10 - Green: Every hour we throw away how many ___ million plastic bottles?
	Answer 10 - Green: 2.5 million
	Question 11 - Green: Rainforests once covered 14% of Earth. Now they cover ___
	Answer 11 - Green: 6%
	Question 12 - Green: The most common type of litter in our oceans is: 
	Answer 12 - Green: Cigarettes
	Question 13 - Green: What percentage of air pollution comes from motor vehicles?
	Answer 13 - Green: 50%
	Question 14 - Green: To create 1 kg of consumer goods, manufacturers create ___kgs of waste
	Answer 14 - Green: 5 kgs
	Question 15 - Green: How much % of world's water is avilable for human use?
	Answer 15 - Green: 1%
	Question 1 - Orange: What does GDPR Stand for?
	Answer 1 - Orange: General Data Protection Regulation
	Question 2 - Orange: Using the internet to insult someone is called?
	Answer 2 - Orange: Cyberbullying
	Question 3 - Orange: One word for: the legal right of the owner of intellectual property
	Answer 3 - Orange: Copyright
	Question 4 - Orange: Once you share something online, you can never stop it from spreading. T/F
	Answer 4 - Orange: True
	Question 5 - Orange: What 2 things tell you that a website is secure?
	Answer 5 - Orange: https in web address  & a lock in address bar
	Question 6 - Orange: We call your trail of online actions

	Answer 6 - Orange: Online footprint
	Question 7 - Orange: It is not OK to share personal info with online players: true or false?
	Answer 7 - Orange: True
	Question 8 - Orange: You should always set your social media accounts to ___ to protect yourself
	Answer 8 - Orange: Private
	Question 9 - Orange: It's ok to share a photo of a friend without his permission, if it's with your camera
	Answer 9 - Orange: False
	Question 10 - Orange: You have the right to ask someone to untag you/delete a photo of yourself
	Answer 10 - Orange: True
	Question 11 - Orange: Employers have the right to google your name on social media
	Answer 11 - Orange: True
	Question 12 - Orange: Messages that try to trick you, to hand over your personal information:
	Answer 12 - Orange: phshing scams
	Question 13 - Orange: You should keepyour devices updated with the latest software and security updates
	Answer 13 - Orange: True
	Question 14 - Orange: The process predators use to gain your trust is called?
	Answer 14 - Orange: Grooming
	Question 15 - Orange: It's OK to use copyrighted images/songs for a school project.
	Answer 15 - Orange: False


